


About This Book 

Your company has committed to AI. Congratulations, now what? This practical book offers a holistic plan 

for implementing AI from the perspective of IT and IT operations in the enterprise. You will learn about 

AI’s capabilities, potential, limitations, and challenges. This book teaches you about the role of AI in the 

context of well-established areas, such as design thinking and DevOps, governance and change 

management, blockchain, and quantum computing, and discusses the convergence of AI in these key 

areas of the enterprise. 

Deploying AI in the Enterprise provides guidance and methods to effectively deploy and operationalize 

sustainable AI solutions. You will learn about deployment challenges, such as AI operationalization 

issues and roadblocks when it comes to turning insight into actionable predictions. You also will learn 

how to recognize the key components of AI information architecture, and its role in enabling successful 

and sustainable AI deployments. And you will come away with an understanding of how to effectively 

leverage AI to augment usage of core information in Master Data Management (MDM) solutions. 

What You Will Learn 

 Understand the most important AI concepts, including machine learning and deep learning 

 Follow best practices and methods to successfully deploy and operationalize AI solutions 

 Identify critical components of AI information architecture and the importance of having a plan 

 Integrate AI into existing initiatives within an organization 

 Recognize current limitations of AI, and how this could impact your business 

 Build awareness about important and timely AI research 

 Adjust your mindset to consider AI from a holistic standpoint 

 Get acquainted with AI opportunities that exist in various industries 

Who This Book Is For 

IT pros, data scientists, and architects who need to address deployment and operational challenges 

related to AI and need a comprehensive overview on how AI impacts other business critical areas. It is 

not an introduction, but is for the reader who is looking for examples on how to leverage data to derive 

actionable insight and predictions, and needs to understand and factor in the current risks and 

limitations of AI and what it means in an industry-relevant context. 

For more information or to purchase the book, please go to: 

https://www.apress.com/gp/book/9781484262054
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Foreword

Artificial intelligence is a broad term that has captured people’s interest. Until recently, 

it was confined to scientific circles as one of the most advanced branches of study and 

struggled to find its way into the industrial arena. While many reasons can be cited for 

its delayed entry, I strongly believe it is due to the lack of prescriptive books, like the one 

you hold in your hand. It is the ever-increasing speed of processors churning out data 

in massive volume that necessitated automation in the data space. AI precisely handles 

this task of “understanding the data” while producing analytical results. With increasing 

volumes of data, industries were frantically searching for new tools to analyze the data, 

and AI came to the rescue at the right time. However, AI is complex enough that only a 

few in the mainstream can make sense of it. This author team comes to the rescue at the 

right moment, by providing insight with great examples.

AI has started showing promise recently in the commercial space as many have 

started using AI for simple use cases to eliminate some mundane tasks that can be 

automated. From a very early age of my childhood, I was fascinated with the scientific 

approach to solving problems and the curiosity only grew with time for me. AI grabbed 

my attention when I was looking for ways to address various problems the financial 

industry was trying to solve. At that time, I had an opportunity to design systems as a 

chief enterprise architect, positioning me to merge my curiosity with my role at work. I 

have been following AI since then and looking for ways to use it in the industrial space. 

There have been many use cases that came to reality recently using AI. The prompt- 

based phone answering systems we used to use are now being replaced by speech- 

enabled systems, empowering customers to directly ask for what they want rather than 

the system taking them (painfully) through prompts. The Internet is now fully sprinkled 

with chatbots to take over customer service online. The financial industry has long been 

using machine learning (a branch of AI) for predictive data analytics and automated 

decision making in various applications. Tesla and many other firms have started using 

AI in autonomous vehicles. Increasingly, many companies have started exploring AI/ML 

for potential use cases in their space.
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AI/ML is a complex subject and requires well-versed authors to introduce it to a 

widespread audience. In this book, Eberhard, Martin, and Thomas did a great job of 

introducing the subject in plain English. They have successfully bridged the gap between 

AI and the mainstream audience and explained the subject in simple terms. This book 

is appropriate for audiences ranging from enthusiastic readers to scientific researchers. 

It will help people in various roles, such as analysts, programmers, architects, business 

managers, senior managers, and C-level executives, to be exposed to the subject. The 

book will bring its audience from a level of having no knowledge about AI/ML to a good 

understanding of the field, while creating the ability for people to use the tools in their 

field.

The authors take the reader into the topic of creating an information architecture 

(IA) surrounding AI/ML. The goal is to create a structure for deploying AI/ML in any 

organization and helping business executives to absorb it in their own organization. The 

book very cleanly outlines imperatives for architecture surrounding AI, even to a novice 

reader. The authors have been able to successfully identify various entities in IA where 

there is none presently available in the industry in the field of AI. The book will help 

appropriate personnel in proper positions achieve organizational success.

After IA on AI, the reader is guided through the process of operationalizing AI 

instead of just being left with an understanding of the subject. Understanding and 

implementation are two entirely different aspects which the authors clearly understand. 

The reader is not left with unanswered questions about how to operationalize AI. The 

authors clearly know that it becomes more relevant in AI than in other fields and have 

helped to guide the reader in the process. To that end, they have further classified 

different aspects of AI into subdomains with simple explanations. I find it very important 

for any level of AI expert to take a concept to implementation.

The authors not only focus on bringing AI/ML into the mainstream but also look at 

the big picture while correlating AI/ML to other fields such as blockchain and quantum 

computing. They clearly demonstrate a broad understanding while bringing AI/ML to 

IT fields such as governance, change management, and DevOps. As AI is a new field and 

still in experimental stages in the commercial arena, it’s not easy to put controls around 

it. However, the authors understand the importance of governance in the field of IT and 

don’t leave AI without it. They explain the basic need of it in IT before drawing the reader 

into AI governance itself. The authors have covered the entire scope of AI in language 

that can be easily understood.

foreword
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The authors not only highlight AI/ML for their benefits but also show the limitations 

of the field and suggest new advances required to push the envelope. The book will 

help professionals prepare for future advances in their field while they are deploying AI 

at their organization. I personally like this aspect of illustrating the limitations of AI. It 

shows the depth of an author in a given field to draw out the limitations of the field. Only 

a well-rounded expert in the field is capable of providing limitations of the field, and 

the authors no doubt show their depth. I would encourage everyone in IT and scientific 

fields to read through this book to get an understanding of the field from a fresh set of 

eyes and to develop a new perspective. The book is a very good read, even for those who 

are not in technical fields, as it is written in simple English and is in reach to a casual, 

interested reader of AI. It will improve understanding of the field while enriching one’s 

capability to invite AI/ML into their organization, regardless of the industry.

I congratulate the authors on their well-written book and encourage them to 

continue to provide valuable bridges and insights in the future.

Srinivas Thummalapalli

Chief Enterprise Architect

Fifth Third Bank

July 2020
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Book Layout

This book is for a reader who is looking for guidance and recommendations on how to 

overcome AI solution deployment and operationalization challenges in an enterprise 

and is, furthermore, eagerly interested in getting a comprehensive overview on how 

AI impacts other areas, such as design thinking, information architecture, DevOps, 

blockchain, and quantum computing – to name a few. The anticipated reader is looking 

for examples on how to leverage data to derive to actionable insight and predictions 

and tries to understand current risks and limitations of AI and what this means in an 

industry-relevant context. We are aiming at IT and business leaders, IT professionals, 

data scientists, software architects, and readers who have a general interest in getting a 

holistic AI understanding.

The chapters of this book are organized into four main parts.

Part I: Getting Started sets the scene for the book in terms of providing a 

short introductory chapter, an AI evolutionary perspective including technological 

advancements, and a short description of the most important AI aspects with machine 

learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) concepts.

It consists of the following three chapters:

• Chapter 1: AI Introduction gives an overview of AI in enterprises, 

providing examples of high-value use cases and showing how AI 

can be applied in practice. It describes how to increase enterprise 

automation using AI and introduces the AI life cycle from an 

enterprise point of view.

• Chapter 2: AI Historical Perspective describes why the theoretical 

AI underpinning of the second half of the twentieth century led to 

the remarkable AI boost in the last decade. We also venture a glimpse 

into the future, briefly elaborating on technological advancements 

that we will most likely observe in the near future.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4842-6206-1_1
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4842-6206-1_2
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• Chapter 3: Key ML, DL, and DO Concepts introduces key concepts 

of ML and decision optimization (DO) and explains the differences 

between these two concepts. We also discuss labeling data in 

smart ways to minimize labor cost and expert time in labeling and 

introduce the concept of automated creation of AI models.

Part II: AI Deployment concentrates on successful AI deployments by advocating 

the implementation of a pervasive information architecture for AI, which is an essential 

component of every AI deployment that is all too often neglected. We are then providing 

examples how to turn data into actionable predictions and insight, describing how to 

leverage ML-based matching for improved and trusted core information management, 

and sharing guidelines with the reader to overcome operationalization challenges in 

enterprise environments, including key design thinking and DevOps aspects in the 

context of AI.

It consists of the following four chapters:

• Chapter 4: AI Information Architecture elaborates on the role of an 

information architecture to deliver a trusted and enterprise-level AI 

foundation. This chapter is important to the reader in order to fully 

understand the impact of AI on an existing information architecture 

to deploy sustainable AI solutions.

• Chapter 5: From Data to Predictions to Optimal Actions explains 

how predictions from ML and decision optimization can be 

combined to achieve optimal outcomes for enterprises, including a 

set of practical examples.

• Chapter 6: The Operationalization of AI deals with the 

implementation of AI artifacts into an often highly complex and 

diverse enterprise environment. This includes real-time scoring; 

monitoring of, for instance, ML models to maintain their accuracy 

and precision; and turning data into actionable insight.

• Chapter 7: Design Thinking and DevOps in the AI Context 

describes how design thinking and DevOps methods can be 

applied to develop AI systems and devices, products and tools, and 

applications. We also elaborate on how AI and its siblings can be 

leveraged and infused into design thinking and DevOps concepts.

book layouT
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Part III: AI in Context takes into consideration that AI doesn’t stand by itself, it exists 

within a larger context. This third part describes AI in the context of other key initiatives 

across industries, such as blockchain, quantum computing, governance and master data 

management, and change management.

It consists of the following five chapters:

• Chapter 8: AI and Governance describes AI and governance aspects 

and, furthermore, discusses the need for explainability, fairness, and 

traceability. Since AI-based decision making ought to be meaningful 

and human comprehensible, AI comes with a new dimension of 

governance imperatives designed to ensure transparency, trust, and 

accountability.

• Chapter 9: Applying AI to Data Governance and MDM provides a 

deep dive into applying ML to master data management (MDM) and 

data governance solutions. It specifically highlights the application 

of ML to improve required matching algorithms for MDM and to 

discover hidden relationships in core enterprise information.

• Chapter 10: AI and Change Management sheds some light on 

change management in the context of AI and introduces key aspects 

of AI change management, such as identifying and analyzing 

sentiments for a more targeted change management with an 

optimized outcome.

• Chapter 11: AI and Blockchain describes the applicability of AI 

to blockchain, which by itself is still a relatively new concept, and 

provides examples, for instance, to increase tamperproof audit trail 

for AI model versions, data sets used in training, and many others.

• Chapter 12: AI and Quantum Computing looks at some AI 

problems, which are likely to benefit from quantum computing. The 

promise of quantum computing to surpass “classical” computers 

for some computational problems may have a profound impact 

on solving AI problems, for instance, complex back-propagation 

algorithms used to learn high-dimensional artificial neural networks 

(ANNs).

book layouT
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Part IV: AI Limitations and Future Challenges discusses current AI limitations and 

challenges, some of which are subject to research, while others may constitute insoluble 

challenges that will leave room for human beings to fill that gap – even in the distant 

future. Some closing remarks and an outlook into the future of AI will conclude this final 

part of the book.

It consists of the following two chapters:

• Chapter 13: Limitations of AI addresses the promise of AI with 

its breathtaking range of applications that seem to be without 

limits. And yet, even for AI, there are a number of limits and future 

challenges, as we learn about in this chapter.

• Chapter 14: In Summary and Onward gives an outlook on likely 

future evolution of AI and AI adoption and shares thoughts on 

possible consequences.

book layouT
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CHAPTER 5

From Data to Predictions 
to Optimal Actions
The concept of optimizing decisions based on predictions considering additional data 

and constraints introduced in Chapter 1, “AI Introduction,” is often critical to solve real 

business problems. Decision optimization (DO) takes predictive insight one step further 

and guarantees that an optimal combination of business-relevant actions can be taken 

based on predictive insight with relevant context.

In this chapter, we explore this area in more depth and give practical examples of 

how ML and DO can be combined to get from data to predictions to optimal decisions 

and resulting actions.

 Use Case: A Marketing Campaign
At the beginning of a new year, a bank wants to run a targeted marketing campaign 

in order to maximize revenue across its banking products and customer base, while 

avoiding sending customers too many messages.

The bank owns comprehensive customer profile information, data about customers’ 

deposits with the bank, income, age, household size, and data about what investments 

and products of the bank customers already have as of the past year.

The bank’s data steward team curates the data that is deemed necessary for the 

marketing campaign project and makes it available to a team of data scientists along 

with responses to prior marketing campaigns, so that they can create ML models to 

be used in order to optimize revenue and profit. For this campaign, targeting the most 

promising customers with the most suitable products and services is of essence.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4842-6206-1_5#DOI
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 Naïve Solution: ML 101
The team of data scientists builds an ML model for predicting which customers are likely 

interested in what products or services in the new year.

The predictive model is trained using input data composed of relevant features derived 

from customer profile information, customer’s cash deposits, the products and services 

they already have in their portfolio, and the products they bought in the past year.

The data scientists provide the ML model to the IT department, with IT team 

members to deploy and to run a batch scoring job, computing daily for all customers of 

the bank which products and services they are most likely to buy.

The result is a table in a database with a row for each of the tens of thousands of 

customers of the bank, including the predicted product each customer individually 

would be most likely to buy.

These predictions including the probability of buying could be used to send each 

customer a marketing message, offering them the product that they are most likely to 

buy; however, in doing so, the bank might run into difficulties:

• Budget constraints: The budget for the marketing campaign 

might be exceeded. The campaign may not be sufficiently targeted, 

meaning that too many clients may receive an offer that they simply 

reject. As a result, too much money would be spent without getting 

an adequate return for it.

• Product and service availability: The bank might run out of 

some products it only has limited financial backing for or may face 

constraint in being able to provide a time- and resource-intensive 

service to only a handful of selected clients. If too many clients are 

offered to buy such products, the bank may not be able to fulfill what 

they offered with defined quality and services standards.

• Risks, limitations, and costs: Product and service offers with 

associated risks, limitations, and cost require careful additional 

consideration to avoid negative effects on profitability or risk taken 

on by the bank.

• Risk of customer negativity: Product offers that are perceived as 

“creepy,” giving the customer a sense that the bank knows and uses 

too much data about them, can cause anger and result in negative 

perception of the bank.

Chapter 5  From Data to preDiCtions to optimal aCtions
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In practice, a brute-force approach to send every customer an offer for the product 

predicted to be what they are most likely to buy, disconnected from context and real- world 

constraints, would be suboptimal. It could cause high cost, risk, and potentially customer 

dissatisfaction if making too many offers the bank could in the end not all fulfill.

 Refined Solution: ML plus DO
The preceding naïve solution falls short because it makes decisions and takes actions 

without considering context and constraints. To act on each prediction could make 

sense if the number of predictions would be much smaller than available resources. 

But as soon as predictions would lead to a nontrivial number of decisions and resulting 

actions, it becomes important to consider the whole set of possible decisions in the 

context of related data and constraints. Driving to the most optimal relevant and context- 

aware decisions is what decision optimization (DO) solves.

With DO, data scientists or optimization experts can define an optimization problem 

consisting of a set of constraints that need to be honored, objective(s) to be optimized, 

and data to be considered in solving the problem. The problem defined this way is then 

solved using a DO engine, generating an optimized set of decisions as a result.

Applying DO to the bank’s marketing campaign project ensures that within a given 

marketing budget and product quantities, the optimal set of product offers is made to 

the right customers based on the predictions from the predictive ML model, optimizing 

revenue and preventing offers that the bank might not be able to fulfill.

 Example: ML plus DO
In this section, we show you an example how ML and DO can be used together in IBM 

Watson Studio1, by creating a predictive ML model and a prescriptive DO model in a 

project, deploying both artifacts and making them available for use by a process that can 

invoke the predictive ML model followed by solving the prescriptive DO model2.

1 See [1] for more information on IBM Watson Studio.
2 We are using IBM Watson Studio for this example; however, similar tools from a variety of 
different vendors could be used as well.
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 Create a Project
A project owner creates a project and can add various personas, such as data scientists, 

subject matter experts, and optimization experts as needed to work on the project as a 

team. Only project members can access the secure environment provided by the project.

As you can see in Figure 5-1, within the scope of a project, these different personas 

efficiently collaborate with each other to perform various tasks, such as connecting to data sets 

and refining them. Furthermore, various notebooks can be used for the data to be explored, 

analyzed, and visualized. Under the umbrella of the defined project, ML and DL models as well 

as DO models can be developed, trained, validated, deployed, and finally tested.

In the following sections, we describe these various tasks in more detail and visualize 

some of these steps using IBM Watson Studio.

 Connect Data
Project members can connect to data in databases, object stores, or other data sources 
via connections and reference or copy subsets of relevant data as data assets in the 
project. If the original data contains sensitive information that is not intended to be used 
in the project, the person who adds it to the project can omit certain columns when 
adding the data to the project.

In this case, a data steward was added to the project to make the required data 
available for use in the project. The data steward selects the data that data scientists, 
data engineers, and other personas are allowed to use for the project and adds it to the 
project as a database table or CSV file. Data from various data source systems can be 

provisioned.

DB

Files

Object storage

Data lake

Project
DataSet:
Table

DataSet:
File

DataSet:
Table

Refined
DataSet

Refined
File

Mike
Data Scientist

Dashboard

Notebook

Auto AI

Tanya
Domain Expert

Model

Model

Figure 5-1. Creating a Data Science Project
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The objective is to make available all data that is relevant for this particular business 

solution. This sounds like a rather trivial task, which is often grounded on the assumption 

that relevant data is simply available and easily accessible. Nevertheless, making relevant 

data available for data engineers and data scientists can be a challenging endeavor.

The data sets include relevant columns from the bank’s customer records, as 

illustrated in Figure 5-2 that shows the data set in the data preview in the project.

 Refine, Visualize, Analyze Data
Project members can explore and refine data as needed in order to achieve the required 

level of data quality and representative data distribution. Data engineers are typically 

in the lead to prepare and transform the available data into a format that is suitable for 

further consumption by data scientists. Nevertheless, the data exploration, refinement, 

Figure 5-2. Data Sets Associated with a Project
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and visualization is typically a rather collaborative undertaking, where data scientists work 

in concert with data engineers. Business domain experts, such as the marketing campaign 

experts, need to provide guidance to guarantee the required business outcome. Some data 

may not be useful to make predictions for the future, but still should be included to enable 

other insights, for example, branch codes and indication of pre-/post-merger records 

could enable insights such as how these dimensions correlate with performance.

The data refinement can, for instance, be done using the refinery function in the 

context of the project. It can also be done via coding to refine the data in notebooks3 

using Python, R, or many other languages.

They can be used to interactively visualize and analyze data to better understand 

correlation and coherence of various data segments. The overall goal is to explore and refine 

the data, in order to determine relevant features for the creation and training of models.

As you can see in Figure 5-3, in this example, the data scientists use visualizations 

directly in a notebook to visualize the data regarding customer purchases from the 

previous year. Many visualization graphics are possible to use, for instance, discovering 

important correlation between data columns, KPIs, or defined measures.

This allows a data scientist to gain relevant insight of the data segments, which 

should then be taken into consideration when developing an ML or DL model.

The following is some insight that can be seen from the visualization in Figure 5-3:

• Customer income: The greater a customer’s income, the more likely 

it is that they own a savings account. As we have already pointed 

out in Chapter 1, “AI Introduction,” this finding by itself may not be 

3 See [2] and [3] for more information on notebooks for data scientists.

Figure 5-3. Data Visualization in a Notebook
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sufficient. In other words, it should be correlated with other insights 
from this particular customer’s transactional records or other 
customer profile information.

• Customer age: The older a customer is, the more likely it is that they 
own a pension account. This finding may be statistically correct and 
could very well be used in the development of a ML model; however, 
it needs to be correlated with other insights for a particular client. For 
instance, a particular client may already have a pension account.

• Correlation discovery:4 There is a correlation between the number 
of residents in a customer’s household, the number of loan accounts 
held by the customer, and the likelihood a customer buys a mortgage 
account, as can be seen in the upper right and lower left corners of 
the mortgage chart in Figure 5-3.

The preceding examples also emphasize nicely that possible bias should be 
taken into consideration. The insight could, for instance, be biased toward certain 
demographic measures (e.g., age, gender, marital status, etc.), which may or may not 
reflect the reality.

 Create and Train Predictive Models
Once the data is in the right shape and well understood, data scientists can create and 
train predictive machine learning models using integrated tools, for example, using Auto 
AI, Python Notebooks, or SPSS flows.

We provide some more details of these integrated tools, to give you a better 
understanding about their capabilities.

 Auto AI
Auto AI provides an easy way to create a set of model pipeline candidates by providing 
a data set and letting Auto AI5 perform model selection, feature engineering, 
hyperparameter optimization, and others for a set of pipeline candidates. Data scientists 
can then explore various metrics of the resulting models, pick the models they like best, 
and save them to the project.

4 Correlation discovery is an essential aspect of ML; see [4] for more information on correlation 
discovery and its applicability in ML.

5 See [5] for more information on Auto AI.
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The resulting models can be evaluated regarding their accuracy and precision by 

comparing the areas under the ROC and PR curves. This allows a consistent comparison 

of all models and picking the best model to use.

Auto AI is a great example of how you can get started with AI and ML projects, 

without necessarily being a data science subject matter expert and skilled in 

mathematical and statistical methods. It hides some of the complexity that is typically 

associated with data science tasks.

Figure 5-4 shows a summary of the Auto AI pipeline generation with various steps, 

such as selecting the algorithms, performing hyperparameter optimization, and feature 

engineering tasks.

Some of these steps can be performed iteratively to increase the accuracy and 

precision of the models. As Auto AI executes the steps, it shows progress to the user. When 

larger data sets are used, users can also sign off and return to their experiment later.

Figure 5-5 shows an overview of all the selected algorithms, candidate training 

pipelines created based on these algorithms, and feature transformers used by these 

pipelines after an Auto AI experiment concluded. Apart from picking the model that 

best fits your needs and saving it, you can also pick a model pipeline and can save it as a 

Python Notebook.

Figure 5-4. Auto AI Experiment Pipeline Generation
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This allows you to further improve and customize various tasks (e.g., data 

preparation, feature engineering, hyperparameter settings) and further optimize the 

accuracy and precision of your ML models.

You can also optionally interact with Auto AI to specify your own preferences in the 

automated Auto AI process. The following are some examples:

• Data preparation and advanced data refinery tasks

• Feature engineering, including feature transformations

• Auto AI pipeline optimization

• Hyperparameter optimization (HPO)6

• Explainability, debiasing, and fairness

• AI life cycle management to monitor post-deployment performance

6 See [6] for more information on hyperparameter optimization.

Figure 5-5. Auto AI Experiment Summary
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 SPSS Flows

SPSS flows allow multiple personas – including business domain experts without coding 

skills – to create and train models by defining model training flows in a visual editor and 

running these flows to create, train, and save models to the project.

Figure 5-6 is an illustration of a sample SPSS flow, which can be assembled with no 

programming skills required.

SPSS7 is an alternative for personas with limited or none programming skills.

 Notebooks

As we have mentioned before, notebooks can be used alternatively by data scientists to 

train models using Python or many other languages like R or Scala, where the trained 

models can then be saved to the project using the project API from their code in the 

notebook. Notebooks require programming skills; however, they allow for greatest 

flexibility and need to be considered as state-of-the-art technique for any data scientist.

7 See [7] for more information on SPSS.

Figure 5-6. Sample SPSS Flow
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Python is what we observe to be the most popular programming language among 

data scientists. Python is also a very popular programming language in general. This 

has led to a wide range of readily available libraries that can be used from Python code, 

including a large number of powerful data science, ML, DL, DO, and visualization 

libraries that make data scientists highly productive.

Figure 5-7 is a snapshot taken while working in a project with a Jupyter Notebook 

opened in the JupyterLab user interface. It shows the typical combination of displaying 

code cells and resulting output in a notebook document, which enables literate 

programming. A notebook is self-documenting; after running, it contains code and 

resulting insights together with inline text explaining it all. As you can also see in 

Figure 5-7, JupyterLab can integrate with a Git repository for code management, in this 

case with a Git repository that was associated with the project.

In order to run code cells, notebooks need an underlying runtime environment, 

which in this case is a Python + Spark environment, allowing both single node execution 

of Python code as well as parallel execution of Python code leveraging the Apache Spark 

framework.

Figure 5-7. Jupyter Notebook with Python
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An excellent example illustrating the combination of ML and DO was created 

by Alain Chabrier8 from IBM, thought leader and expert in DO and in combining it 

intelligently with ML. As part of his work in this field, he created a notebook using a 

banking scenario as an example, from which we included excerpts in this chapter. To 

generate predictions of customer interest in products, the first step is to train a model 

using data of customer purchases and customer profile data from the past year.

As can be seen in Figure 5-8, scikit-learn svm and ensemble are imported to be 

used in the notebook, and a gradient boosting classifier is used as the underlying ML 

algorithm. The gradient boosting algorithm is a very popular one for regression and 

classification problems. Subsequently, they use the model to predict which customers 

will most likely buy which particular offer in the coming year.

As you can see in Figure 5-9, we are taking each product (savings, mortgage, and 

pension) and relate this to the chosen customer characteristics, such as age, income, 

number of members in a household, and number of accounts.

8 See [8] for more information on DO from Alain Chabrier.

Figure 5-8. Python Notebook to Train a Model

Figure 5-9. Using the Model for Scoring
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The predictions for what to offer can be visualized in the same way as previously 

the data from the past year was displayed. As you can see in Figure 5-10, we receive a 

predictive outcome that suggests the following for the individual products:

• Savings: There is a higher likelihood for customers with greater 

income above US $ 50.000 p.a. in need of a savings account.

• Mortgage: There is a correlation between the number of members 

in a household and the number of loan accounts. Households with 

more than five members and a minimum of two loan accounts are 

more likely to need a mortgage.

• Pension: There is a higher likelihood for customers with an age 

of greater than 56 and an income of US $ 42.00 or lower to need a 

pension product.

This example is an illustration; for a realistic scenario, additional product and 

customer characteristics need to be taken into consideration as well.

 Deploy ML Models
Models can be promoted from a project to a space, where authorized users can create 

model deployments to serve the models for online or batch scoring.

Figure 5-10. Visualization of Predicted Offers
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This makes the predictive ML or DL models accessible through public REST APIs. 

Applications or business processes can invoke the models through these REST APIs 

to get predictions. Figure 5-11 depicts the deployment of ML or DL models. Once 

models are deployed, payload input and output logs with model input data and model 

prediction output can be recorded in a database table, which can be continuously 

monitored and analyzed for fairness. This allows to automatically detect poor 

performance, drift, or bias in model scoring and enables taking corrective action if 

needed.

Subject matter experts create, train, and validate models and make them available to 

be operationalized within the IT and business environment. The AI artifacts could be ML 

or DL models and pipelines, DO models, and Python functions to combine models. IT and 

applications need to integrate these AI artifacts to be called via REST APIs for scoring.

 Create DO Models
As depicted in Figure 5-12, in order to progress from predictions to optimal actions, the 

team needs to combine ML with DO, so that predictions from an ML model plus other 

input data can feed into a prescriptive DO model to finally determine optimal actions 

based on that input.

Figure 5-11. Deploying ML Models

Figure 5-12. Creating DO Models
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An optimization expert or data scientist familiar with optimization creates and tests 
a DO model in a notebook or in the DO Model Builder, using data from the project and 
predictions created by the predictive ML or DL model, to solve for optimal decisions and 
resulting actions. DO in IBM Watson Studio leverages the advanced docplex engine9 in 
order to solve optimization problems.

In this example, being familiar with Python, the data science team chooses to 
create a Python Notebook and then define and test the DO model in Python code 
in the notebook. While the docplex Python library is already preinstalled in Python 
environments in IBM Watson Studio, it can also easily be added in any Python Notebook 
elsewhere using !pip install docplex, providing you with the greatest flexibility. Then 
a DO model can be created using the following code in a Python Notebook cell:

from docplex.mp.model import Model
mdl = Model(name="marketing_campaign")

After this step, the decision variables need to be defined, followed by defining the 
constraints that need to be considered. In this example, the following constraints are 
relevant:

• Offer only one product per customer.

• Compute the budget and set a maximum on it.

• Compute the number of offers to be made.

• Ensure at least 10% of offers are made via each channel.

9 See [9] for more information on the docplex engine.

Figure 5-13. Defining Constraints for a DO Model
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These constraints are defined for the model using mdl.add_constraint(), as can be 

seen in Figure 5-13.

Then the objective is defined, in this case to maximize revenue using mdl.

maximize(), as can be seen in Figure 5-14.

Finally, the docplex engine10 is run to solve the model using mdl.solve(), as can be 

seen in Figure 5-15.

The output of solving the model is a data frame with the detailed optimized 

decisions for what offers to make to which customers via which channel.

10 More information on how to use docplex in notebooks can be found here: https://github.com/ 
IBMDecisionOptimization/docplex-examples.

Figure 5-15. Running the Docplex Engine

Figure 5-14. Defining the Objective
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 Deploy DO Models
Like predictive ML models, prescriptive DO models can be deployed to solve 

optimization problems. This makes the DO models accessible through the Watson ML 

public REST APIs for access by applications or business processes. Subsequently, with 

relevant data and ML predictions as input, the docplex engine will solve the problem 

and generate optimal actions.

This represents a holistic solution in the very specific context of the process or 

business application.

By deploying both ML and DO models in combination with the same Watson ML 

service, it becomes easy for applications or processes to call ML models to generate 

predictions based on relevant data and to then call DO models with data predictions to 

determine the optimal actions to take.

In this example, the predictions and the optimized decisions are persisted to 

database tables resulting from batch scoring deployments of the ML and DO models.

 Taking ML and DO Models to Production
As we observed in the first chapter, in order to deploy models for production use, they often 

need to be added and deployed to completely separate production deployment systems.

DS Project & Space
Create, train, try, iterate Test Space Prod Space

Dev System / Account

Customer’s code repo - Git

Training Data Test Data Prod Data

Stakeholders
Data Scientists / Experts

Data Engineers & QA AI IT Operators
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Build driven model 
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Customer’s deployable assets repo – Binary Repo or Git or other 

Customer’s CI/CD and approval processes 

DevOps Engineers / IT

Model Model ModelModel training code/flow

Build System / Account Test System / Account Prod System(s) / Account

Dev Cluster/Namespace
using WS + WML on CPD

Build Cluster/Namespace
using WS + WML on CPD

Test Cluster/Namespace
using WML on CPD

Prod Cluster/Namespace
CPD with WML
Prod Cluster/Namespace
using WML on CPD

Interface:
CLI
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Git
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Figure 5-16. Heterogeneous Development and Production Environment
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To achieve this with Watson Studio, it is possible to, for example, install one 

OpenShift cluster with IBM Cloud Pak for Data with Watson Studio and Watson Machine 

Learning as a working environment for data scientists and to install additional clusters 

with Watson Machine Learning for build, test, and production environments, as 

depicted in Figure 5-16.

Data scientists can submit their work results to a Git repository or export the assets 

as a ZIP file, in order to make the ML and DO model assets available to a CI/CD11 

pipeline created and operated typically by a separate IT team. The CI/CD pipeline 

can then propagate assets to build, test, and eventually production environments, to 

establish a well- defined process for taking ML and DO model assets to production after 

reproducible training and testing.

 Embedding AI in Applications and Processes
Having deployed ML and DO models for production use, business processes and 

applications can now use these models to make predictions and determine optimal 

decisions to drive optimal automated or AI augmented actions.

In our example, the bank’s marketing processes can obtain the resulting optimized 

decisions from a database table that contains the optimal set of decisions for what offers 

to make to which customers through which channel in order to achieve the optimal 

result within the available budget and product availability and other constraints.

 Key Takeaways
We conclude this chapter with a few key takeaways, summarized in Table 5-1.

11 CI/CD stands for continuous integration and continuous delivery.
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Table 5-1. Key Takeaways

# Key Takeaway High-Level Description

1 Getting from data to predictions is  

often not enough

predictions alone are typically not actionable; it is 

key to get from predictions to optimal decisions in 

order to inform the best actions

2 naïve approach for a marketing 

campaign

For example, train a model to predict which 

customers are likely to buy what products – but 

in practice may not be feasible to market to all 

potential buyers

3 smarter approach for a marketing 

campaign: consider constraints

take constraints into account, such as budget, 

availability of product, mailing limitations, and so on 

and optimize toward well- defined targets

4 Decision optimization for automated 

solving of optimization problems

With decision optimization, data scientists or 

optimization experts can define an optimization 
problem consisting of a set of constraints that need 

to be honored, objective(s) to be optimized, and data 

to be considered in solving the problem

5 iBm Watson studio is an example of  

an environment combining ml + Do

Watson studio allows to create projects, add 

members, connect and add data, build machine 

learning models and decision optimization models, 

and deploy ml and Do models together for use by 

applications and processes

6 Decision optimization models  

can be created via Ui or python

Do designer allows to define models visually; 

alternatively, Do models can be defined and solved 

in Jupyter using python

7 Use Devops with Ci/CD for taking  

ml and Do models to production

ensure all relevant artifacts are managed in a 

trusted code and asset repository (e.g., Git) and 

can be deployed to test and production systems via 

automated Ci/CD pipelines in a reproducible fashion

8 achieving ha and Dr for model 

deployments

Deploy models to at least two independent sites 

with load balancing of requests and with failover if 

one site fails to serve business critical applications 

and processes
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